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NINO initiates, supports, and conducts scholarly research in the civilizations of the Near East from the
ancient to the early modern period. In particular, it ...
De Liagre BÃ¶hl collection - NINO Leiden
Through most of its long history, hieratic was used for writing administrative documents, accounts, legal texts,
and letters, as well as mathematical, medical ...
Hieratic - Wikipedia
BIBLIOGRAPHICAL ABBREVIATIONS (Egypt/ANE) Compiled for the Egyptologists' Electronic Forum (EEF).
version 38 (March 2011) Below you may find current abbreviations of ...
Bibliographical Abbreviations (EEF)
Old Kingdom and FIP. A Seal of Pharaoh Peribsen (in tomb P at Abydos) (8/4/17) The first known sentence
of Ancient Egypt (other than a name) date: dyn. 2, reign of ...
EEF Guide to Internet Resources for Ancient Egyptian Texts
ancient egypt: The relationship between Cities and Citizens
Cities and Citizens - Reshafim
The Turin King List, also known as the Turin Royal Canon, is an ancient Egyptian hieratic papyrus thought to
date from the reign of Pharaoh Ramesses II, now in the ...
Turin King List - Wikipedia
Egypt has one of the longest histories of any country, tracing its heritage back to the 6thâ€“4th millennia
BCE. Considered a cradle of civilisation, Ancient Egypt ...
Egypt - Wikipedia
Sur les autres projets Wikimedia:
Ve dynastie Ã©gyptienne â€” WikipÃ©dia
L'Ã‰tat pharaonique est l'ensemble des institutions en place en Ã‰gypte antique sous le pouvoir royal des
pharaons, entre la fin de la PÃ©riode prÃ©dynastique (vers ...
Ã‰tat pharaonique â€” WikipÃ©dia
Amenhotep II as Pharaoh of the Exodus The Biblical book of Exodus does not name the Pharaoh whom
Moses encountered after his return from S... From Ramesses to Shiloh ...
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